meioses!genotyped!at!over!515,972!sites.!To!preserve!the!privacy!of!the!participants,! families!were!removed!if!the!age!of!the!mother!was!greater!than!40!years!at!the!time! of! childbirth,! the! age! of! the! father! was! greater! than! 45! years,! or! the! difference! between!the!parental!ages!was!greater!than!15!years!(Supplementary! Figure!1 ).!The! majority! of! the! data! is! derived! from! family! quartets! (Supplementary! Table! Treating!the!overall!recombination!rate!as!a!phenotype,!we!replicate!genetic! associations! at! genomeUwide! significance! for! RNF212,! which! is! known! to! be! essential! for! crossoverUspecific! complexes! (4),! and! within! the! vicinity! of! TTC5,! which! appears! to! replicate! an! association! with! CCNB1IP1! (5).! Another! association! near! SMEK1! also! replicates! discoveries! elsewhere! (5),! but! not! at! genomeUwide! significance!(Supplementary!Table!4).! Previous! reports! have! suggested! increased! recombination! rates! in! older! females!(6,(7) The! 4.6%! difference! between! the! two! sexes! is! highly! significant! ( ),! suggesting!differences!in!the!regulation!of!crossover!placement!between!the!sexes.! The!result!remains!significant!after!thinning!the!female!data!to!match!the!crossover! density!of!the!male!data!( ;!see!Supplementary!Material),!and!does!not! appear!to!be!driven!by!increased!male!recombination!rates!near!the!telomeres!(see! Supplementary!Material).!! Hotspot! localization! is! believed! to! be! under! the! control! of! the! zincUfinger! protein! PRDM9,! which! recognizes! and! binds! specific! DNA! motifs! (9,11).! We! find! SNPs!in!the!vicinity!of!PRDM9!to!be!strongly!associated!with!the!degree!of!hotspot! usage,!as!has!previously!been!reported!(5,(11).!The!most!strongly!associated!SNP!is! rs73742307! achieving! a! pUvalue! of! ,! with! no! other! region! achieving! a! genomeUwide!significant!association!with!this!phenotype!(Supplementary!Table!5).! Variation! within! the! PRDM9! DNAUbinding! domain! can! result! in! changes! to! the!recognized!motif!and!hence!lead!to!differences!in!hotspot!localization!between! individuals.!While!the!major!allele!of!PRDM9!(allele!A)!is!present!at!high!frequency! in! most! human! populations,! a! large! number! of! low! frequency! alleles! have! been! observed,!particularly!within!African!populations!(10,(12).!Consistent!with!this,!we! find! hotspot! usage! to! be! significantly! lower! within! individuals! of! African! ancestry! (Figure! 2B,! Supplementary! Table! 6),! which! reflects! the! fact! that! the! LDUdefined! hotspots! are! expected! to! mostly! represent! the! common! PRDM9! allele.! Notably,! while! over! 75%! of! our! data! is! derived! from! individuals! of! European! ancestry,! hotspot!usage!is!higher!for!males!than!females!across!all!ancestries.!! We! find! a! weak! association! between! hotspot! usage! and! maternal! age! (Supplementary! Figure! 7B).! Using! logistic! regression,! we! estimate! a! decrease! in! hotspot! usage! corresponding! to! !over! a! 10! year! period! ( ).! To! ensure! this! effect! is! not! driven! by!differences!in!parental!ancestry!within!the!sample,!we!repeated!the!analysis!only! using!individuals!of!European!ancestry.!In!this!case,!the!effect!size!remains!similar! ( ),! but! is! only! marginally! significant! ( ).! Including! the! number! of! events! as! an! additional! predictor! variable! within! the! regression! leaves! age! as! a! weakly! significant! predictor! ,! but! not! the! number!of!events! .!Despite!the!small!size!of!the!estimated!effect,!we!note! that!no!such!ageUrelated!effects!were!observed!in!males.!! To! learn! more! about! interactions! between! recombination! events,! we! used! the! high! number! of! crossover! locations! in! our! data! to! better! characterize! the! phenomenon! of! crossover! interference.! By! considering! the! distribution! interU crossover! distances,! we! fit! three! models! to! describe! the! distribution! of! interU crossover!distances:!a!model!without!interference!between!crossovers,!the!gamma! model!of!crossover!interference!(13),!and!a!gamma!mixture!model!in!which!a!subset! of!events!escape!interference!(14).!!We!refer!to!these!three!models!respectively!as! the!'interference!free'!model,!the!'simple!interference'!model,!and!the!'interference! escape'!model. ! In! agreement! with! previous! reports! (14,(15),! the! interference! escape! model! provides! a! much! better! fit! to! our! data! than! either! the! simple! interference! or! interference! free! models! (Figure! 3A) .! Under! this! model,! the! estimates! of! the! strength! of! crossover! interference! are! similar! to! previous! reported! using! smaller! data!sets!(15).!The!degree!of!interference!is!inferred!to!be!lower!in!females!than!in! males! ( !vs! ).! In! addition,! 7.8%! /! 6.7%! of! female! /! male! events! are! inferred! to! escape! interference.! We! therefore! conclude! that! a! nonU negligible!fraction!of!crossovers!occur!in!the!absence!of!crossover!interference. ! We! find! evidence! that! both! the! degree! of! interference! and! interference! escape!varies!across!chromosomes!(Figure!3B!and!C,!Supplementary! Table!7 A!potential!concern!is!that!the!detected!increase!in!interference!escape!could! be!driven!by!the!observed!increased!number!of!crossovers!in!older!mothers.!If!the! number!of!crossovers!is!increased,!then!the!distances!between!them!are!necessarily! shorter,! which! may! in! turn! influence! the! interference! parameter! estimates.! To! account! for! this! possibility,! we! performed! stratified! sampling! of! individuals! to! control!for!the!number!of!events!within!each!quantile.!The!observed!increase!in!of! the!escape!parameter!with!maternal!age!is!still!observed!(Supplementary! Figure!12 ),! indicating!that!it!is!not!driven!by!changes!in!the!overall!recombination!rate.!!! To! further! investigate! the! differences! between! old! and! young! parents,! we! plotted! the! distribution! of! interUcrossover! distances! for! young! and! old! parents! (Figure! 4B! and! C).! The! interferenceUescape! effect! in! females! appears! to! be! predominately!driven!by!an!increase!in!the!number!of!very!tightly!clustered!events,! generally!separated!by!less!than!~5!cM.!These!tightly!clustered!events!are!not!well! modeled!by!the!interference!escape!model!(Supplementary! Figure!13 ),!and!a!major! concern!therefore!is!that!these!tightly!clustered!events!represent!false!positive!calls! arising!from!genotyping!error.!However,!the!effect!remains!even!if!we!apply!much! stricter!filtering!of!the!crossover!events!(Supplementary! Figure!14 ),!and!in!addition! we! believe! genotyping! error! is! unlikely! to! explain! the! association! between! the! escape!parameter!and!maternal!age!because!a)!the!effect!is!not!seen!in!males,!and!b)! it!would!imply!increased!genotyping!error!for!older!mothers!(but!not!fathers).!! ! In! terms! of! meiosis,! a! major! difference! between! the! sexes! is! that! female! meiosis!starts!during!fetal!development,!but!does!not!complete!until!adulthood.!As! such,! while! male! gametes! are! produced! throughout! adulthood! and! promptly! proceed! through! meiosis,! oocytes! remain! arrested! in! a! late! stage! of! prophase! (dictyotene)!for!many!years,!if!not!decades.!Presuming!our!observation!of!increasing! crossover!interference!escape!with!maternal!age!is!not!due!to!some!obscure!form!of! genotyping! error,! our! observations! add! to! similar! evidence! of! increasing! rates! of! recombination!(6)!and!aneuploidy!(16)!in!aging!females.!Although!these!phenomena! are!presumably!related,!the!biological!mechanisms!by!which!they!occur!are!unclear,! and! we! can! think! of! at! least! three! possibilities.! First,! given! chromatids! remain! physically! proximal! during! the! extended! period! of! female! meiotic! arrest,! one! possible!explanation!is!that!additional!recombinations!are!initiated!during!this!time,! perhaps!in!response!to!DNA!damage.!However,!as!recombination!is!believed!to!have! completed!by!the!time!of!dictyotene,!such!an!explanation!appears!unlikely.!A!second! possibility,! previously! invoked! to! explain! the! increasing! recombination! rate! with! maternal!age!(6),!suggests!oocytes!with!additional!recombination!events!could!be!at! reduced! risk! of! nondisjunction,! and! hence! would! be! more! likely! to! lead! to! viable! embryos! in! older! mothers.! However,! it! is! not! clear! that! this! mechanism! would! explain! the! increased! clustering! of! events! observed! in! our! data.! Finally,! a! third! possibility!is!related!to!the!soUcalled!"productionUline"!hypothesis,!in!which!oocytes! are!selected!for!maturation!sequentially!in!the!same!order!as!their!generation,!and! later!oocytes!have!therefore!potentially!undergone!additional!mitotic!divisions!prior! to! entering! meiosis! (17).! However,! the! existence! of! a! production! line! has! been! debated!for!many!years!(17,19),!and!so!the!likelihood!of!this!explanation!is!unclear.!!! ! After' Filtering'
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Trio,"with"2nd"generation"quartet" Supplementary! Table! Supplementary! Table! Supplementary! Table! Preliminary! analysis! of! our! data! revealed! a! small! subset! of! individuals! had! biologically!unrealistic!numbers!of!recombination!events.!Our!first!filtering!step!was! to! remove! the! pedigrees! containing! these! individuals.! Specifically,! we! removed! individuals! (and! their! containing! pedigrees)! that! were! more! than! 5! standard! deviations! from! the! (sex! specific)! median! number! of! recombination! events.! To! guard!against!outliers,!we!used!a!robust!estimate!of!the!standard!deviation!taken!as! ,!where!MAD!represents!the!median!absolute!deviation.! Before!filtering!the!median!number!of!recombination!events!was!43!and!27! for!females!and!males!respectively!(including!chrX!and!the!pseudoautosome).!Using! the! !thresholds,! we! removed! pedigrees! containing! any! female! with! fewer! than! 10!or!more!than!76!events!per!meiosis,!or!any!male!with!fewer!than!9!or!more!than! 45!events.!These!filters!removed!a!total!of!52!pedigrees.!
Summary,of,filtered,dataset, !
After! applying! the! filtering! steps! described! above,! the! filtered! dataset! consists!of!4,209!pedigrees!containing!18,302!informative!meioses,!of!which!9,152! are! from! females! and! 9,150! are! from! males.! Of! the! families! included! in! the! study,! 78.6%! are! family! quartets,! 14.3%! are! larger! singleFgeneration! families,! and! 7.1%! are!2Fgeneration!families!(Supplementary!Table!1).! Due! to! the! structure! of! the! pedigrees! included! in! the! study,! certain! recombination! events! can! be! identified! as! having! occurred! within! a! specific! child,! whereas!others!cannot.!For!example,!in!family!quartets,!it!is!generally!unclear!which! child! has! the! recombinant! haplotype! and! we! therefore! refer! to! these! events! as! 'phaseFunknown'.! Conversely,! the! child! containing! the! recombinant! haplotype! can! generally! be! identified! in! larger! pedigree! families! in! which! the! parental! haplotype! can!be!confidently!phased,!and!we!therefore!refer!to!these!events!as!'phaseFknown ' 
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In! order! to! understand! how! our! results! could! be! influenced! by! genotyping! error! we! simulated! data! for! each! of! the! pedigree! structures! contained! within! our! data.! ! To! do! this,! we! generated! haplotypes! for! the! founder! individuals! using! the! coalescent! simulation! software! ms! (22) .! ! Specifically,! we! generated! 6! haplotypes! (using:! ms! 6! 1! Ft! 2189.781)! and! combined! haplotypes! at! random! to! generate! the! genotypes! of! the! founders.! ! The! population! mutation! rate! was! selected! give! an! expected!number!of!5000!segregating!sites.!Children!were!then!created!by!drawing! haplotypes!from!each!parent,!and!adding!recombination!as!required.!! To! test! MERLIN's! ability! to! detect! crossover! events! we! placed! one! recombination! event! in! the! center! of! the! sequence! in! one! random! parent,! and! passed! this! simulated! pedigree! data! to! MERLIN! for! haplotype! analysis! (option! FF best).! ! This! process! is! repeated! to! obtain! 1000! total! events! per! parent! in! each! pedigree! structure.! Our! results! indicate! that! MERLIN! is! able! to! capture! 99.6%! of! recombination! events! generated! in! this! manner.! The! false! negative! calls! resulted! from!low!levels!of!heterozygosity!(i.e.!high!relatedness)!in!the!simulated!haplotypes.! The!events!placed!in!phaseFknown!pedigrees!were!correctly!assigned!to!the!proper! child! in! all! cases.! We! repeated! this! simulation! in! the! absence! of! any! introduced! recombination!and!find!that!in!all!cases,!no!events!were!called. ,!MannFWhitney!U).! To!ensure!the!difference!between!males!and!females!is!not!driven!by!higher! precision! in! females! (resulting! from! higher! numbers! of! events),! we! thinned! the! female!data!in!order!to!match!the!number!of!events!in!males.!Specifically,!for!each! male,!we!randomly!selected!a!female!(without!replacement)!with!a!greater!or!equal! number! of! events,! and! thinned! the! female! events! to! match! the! number! of! male! events.!The!resulting!dataset!contains!an!equal!number!of!males!and!females,!with! each!pair!having!an!equal!number!of!events.!The!estimates!of!hotspot!usage!for!the! two! sexes! were! very! similar! to! the! previous! estimates! (62.2%! for! females,! and! 66.8%! for! males),! and! the! difference! in! hotspot! usage! remains! highly! significant! ( ).! To! determine! whether! the! observed! differences! in! hotspot! usage! between! males!and!females!is!dependent!on!the!position!within!the!chromosome!(as!males! tend! to! have! higher! recombination! rates! towards! the! telomeres),! we! repeated! the! analysis!having!divided!each!chromosome!into!segments.!Specifically,!we!split!each! chromosome! into! three! windows,! assigning! the! terminal! 25%! of! sequence! from! each!end!to!pF!and!qFarm!bins,!and!keeping!the!central!50%!of!the!sequence!for!the! middle!bin.!For!acrocentric!chromosomes!we!omit!the!pFarm!bin.!We!estimated!the! degree!of!hotspot!usage!in!each!of!these!bins.!We!observe!that!males!use!hotspots!to! a!greater!extent!than!females!(MannFWhitney!U! !for!all!three!bins),! suggesting!that!the!difference!in!hotspot!usage!between!males!and!females!cannot! be!explained!by!telomere!effects.! Due! to! variation! in! PRDM9,! hotspot! usage! is! expected! to! vary! between! populations!(10,,11).!The!hotspots!used!in!this!study!were!identified!from!genomeF wide! Phase! II! HapMap! linkage! disequilibrium! data! (27) ,! in! which! hotspots! were! called!that!were!active!in!at!least!two!of!the!three!constituent!populations!(CEU,!YRI,! JPT+CHB).! As! such,! one! possibility! for! the! observed! difference! between! males! and! females!is!that!the!ancestry!proportions!within!our!data!differ!between!the!female! and! male! samples.! Inspection! of! the! ancestry! proportions! within! our! data! showed! this!not!to!be!the!case. To!quantify!the!correlation!between!parental!age!and!recombination!rate,!we! first! partitioned! our! data! into! phaseFunknown! parents! for! which! recombination! events! could! not! be! assigned! to! a! specific! child! (or! meiosis),! and! phaseFknown! parents!for!which!such!an!assignment!was!possible.!For!the!phaseFunknown!parents! group!we!used!the!maternal!/!paternal!ages!averaged!across!children,!whereas!for! the!phaseFknown!group,!we!used!the!known!parental!ages!at!the!time!of!the!child's! birth.!! Using!linear!regression,!we!estimated!the!association!between!the!number!of! autosomal! events! and! parent! age! (Supplementary! Figure! Gamma,Model,(a.k.a.,the,'simple,interference',model) 
